Baron Yahn
Keep jailbreaking legal!
I want to express my feelings towards keeping the modification of iPhones (particularly jailbreaking) legal. I believe everybody has a right to do whatever they want to the devices they purchased, whether it be theming, tweaking, designing custom ringtones or sounds, preserving battery life by disabling what you don't need, adding more features to Siri, adding controls to the lockscreen of the device, adding custom boot logos, changing system fonts, downloading helpful utilities, having the ability to fix a possibly dangerous flaw yourself, or creating personal applications without having to pay in order to have the privilege of it being in the App Store. Basically everything except piracy. Just because jailbreaking gives users the ability to pirate, most users do not. This is the same as having Lamborghini cars legal to buy-most customers didn't buy them for the purpose of speeding and breaking the law; they got it because they wanted a cooler car that is more fun to use. More than 1 million iOS devices were jailbroken last weekend and I hope we all can continue to do this without breaking the law.